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E
fficient light absorption is crucial for
enhancing the performance of thin-
film photovoltaic (PV) devices, which

requires both broadband antireflection coat-
ings and efficient light trapping techniques.
Properly engineered three-dimensional (3-D)
photonicnanostructures havedemonstrated
highly promising capability of harvesting
sunlight over a broad range of wavelengths
and incident angles.1�6 In particular, arrays
of a variety of 3-D nanostructures, such as
nanowires,7�10 nanopillars (NPLs),11,12 nano-
wells (NWLs),1,13,14 nanocones,3,4,15 nano-
pyramids,16�18 nanospheres,19�21 and so
forth, have been extensively studied for light
trapping and solar energy conversion with
photonic materials including Si,3,7,8,18 Ge,5,11

CdS,12 and Cu(In, Ga)Se (CIGS),6 etc. By ra-
tional integration of these 3-D nanostruc-
tures, photons can be trapped efficiently
within the thin-film absorber layer, conse-
quently improving light absorption and thus
conversion efficiencies. Additionally, en-
hanced absorption efficiency leads to utiliza-
tion of a thinner absorber layer, which

improves carrier collection, aswell as reduces
production costs and environmental con-
cern for solar cells made of rare materials,
for example, CIGS, and environmentally un-
friendly material, for example, CdTe. Our
previous work demonstrated that a properly
designed 3-D NWL array fabricated by a low-
cost and scalable approach can serve as an
efficient photon harvester confirmed by
both experiments and simulations system-
atically.1 In this work, it was found that highly
regular NPL arrays can be fabricated with
precisely controlled wet chemical etching
after obtaining 3-D NWL arrays. In addition,
a unique integrated-NPL-NWL (i-NPW) struc-
ture has been successfully realized by care-
fully designing and controlling the wet
etching and anodization processes. Further-
more, systematic optical property investiga-
tions on the obtained 3-D structures have
been performed experimentally, assisted
with optical simulations. It was found that
NWL arrays with cylindrical cavities provide
efficient geometric confinement for normal
incident incoming photons naturally, while
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ABSTRACT Efficient light absorption in thin-film photovoltaic

(PV) devices is crucial for improving their efficiency and reducing

cost. Here we have not only developed a low-cost and scalable

method to fabricate a unique type of integrated-nanopillar-nano-

well (i-NPW) structure by integrating nanopillar and nanowell arrays

together vertically, but also demonstrated the attractive optical

property of the i-NPW arrays by leveraging the advantages of

“positive” and “negative” nanostructures for photon harvesting. Impressively, the 2 μm thick i-NPW arrays with only 40 nm a-Si coating obtained a day-

integrated absorption of 89.27%, as opposed to only 33.45% for the planar control sample. These results suggest the feasibility and clear advantage of

vertical integration of three-dimensional (3-D) nanophotonic structures, and meanwhile also pave a viable and convenient way toward a 3-D ultrathin film

PV module with potency for high energy conversion efficiency.
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NPL arrays with small diameter tips lead to a broad-
band suppression of reflectance with superior angular
absorption performance. Therefore, a rational vertical
integration of the two types of 3-D nanostructures, that
is, i-NPW, leads to amuch improved photon harvesting
property over a large wavelength and incident angle
range. These results not only shed light on the light
trapping mechanism in complex 3-D nanophotonic
structures but also provide a facile approach to fabricate
the 3-D nanostructures for ultrathin film photovoltaics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The unique NPL arrays in this work were fabricated
by nanoimprint-assisted anodization of aluminum (Al)
foil in conjunction with precise wet chemical etching.
The detailed fabrication procedure of hexagonally
ordered NPLs is schematically shown in Supporting
Information Figure S1. Conventionally, Al anodization
is used to form self-organized nanoporous alumina
structures,22 which have been widely utilized as na-
noengineering templates for direct assembly of nano-
materials.11,12,23�25 However, there was no report on
fabrication of regular NPL arrays with periodicity com-
parable to that of a visible optical wavelength owing to
the challenge of stable anodization of Al with high
voltage.26,27 In this work, our recently developed high
voltage Al anodization process was adopted; thus the
large pitch NWL arrays were achieved.1 Thereafter, wet
chemical etching was performed to partially etch away
alumina, and highly regular NPL arrays were formed by
precisely controlling the etching time. Figure 1 panels
a�c demonstrate 60� tilted-angle-view scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) images of NPL structures with
tunable pitches and heights. Particularly, 1 μm pitch
NPLs with a height of 1 μm, 1 μm pitch NPLs with a
height of 2 μm, and 2 μm pitch NPLs with a height of
2 μm are shown respectively. Note that in this work,

free-standing NPL arrays have been well obtained via

precise control of wet chemical etching without any
special surface treatment, ascribed to their relatively
small aspect ratio and the precisely controlled large
pitch. It is worth pointing out that the NPLs fabricated
here have a tapered structure as shown in Figure 1a�c,
which are different from conventional NPLs with uni-
form diameters. The tapered structure provides a
gradual change of effective refractive index of the
entire 3-D structure, leading to greatly reduced reflectance
for the incoming photon,28 similar to the case of nano-
needles, nanocones, and nanospikes.2�6,29 Such NPL ar-
rays can serve as templates for 3-D thin-film photovoltaics
which have been demonstrated before.6,29�32 The signifi-
cant advantages of the approach developed here rest
in the fact that the cost of substrate material and
fabrication process is much lower than that of the
conventional lithographic methods for fabrication of
3-D NPL and NWL arrays.7,8,14 In addition, an Al foil is
also much lighter and more flexible than the conven-
tional Si and glass substrates, which is attractive for
practical applications.
To implement precise control of the wet etching

process for fabrication of NPLs, an in-situ optical re-
flectance monitoring systemwas setup tomeasure the
reflectance change of the 3-D structure on an Al
substrate, as schematically shown in Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S2a. In brief, a diode laser with wave-
length 650 nmwas focused onto the 3-D structure with
a small incident angle, and a Si photodetector was used
to detect the intensity of the zero-order diffraction
beam. Because of the structural transition from NWLs
to NPLs (insets of Supporting Information, Figure S2b),
the structural effective refractive index changes over
time during the etching process, leading to the ob-
servable reflectance oscillation shown in Figure S2b.
Empirically, the etching time in order to form NPLs was

Figure 1. SEM images at 60� tilted-angle-view of NPL structures with (a) 1 μmpitch and 1 μmheight, (b) 1 μmpitch and 2 μm
height, and (c) 2 μmpitch and 2 μmheight. Cross-sectional view SEM images of 1 μmpitch i-NPW structuresmade by (d) 1 μm
height NPLs on 1 μm depth NWLs with 285 nm well diameter, (e) 1 μm height NPLs on 1 μm depth NWLs with 710 nm well
diameter, (f) 2 μm height NPLs on 2 μm depth NWLs with 710 nm well diameter.
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identified and it was found that more etching beyond
100 min results in complete removal of alumina and
planarization of the supporting Al substrate, thus
greatly enhancing specular reflectance, as is evident
in Figure S2b.
It can be seen that formation of NWLs and NPLs

depends on control of the wet etching condition,
therefore, a vertically integrated complex structure,
that is, i-NPW, can be fabricated following the process
flow shown in Supporting Information, Figure S3. This
unique i-NPW structure provides the possibility for
more efficient light absorption by combining the
advantages of “positive” and “negative” structures.1

Figure 1d�f demonstrate cross-sectional view SEM
images of 1 μm pitch i-NPW structures with tunable
height and NWL sizes, particularly, 1 μm height NPLs
integrated on 1 μm depth NWLs with 285 nm well
diameter, 1 μm height NPLs on 1 μm depth NWLs with
710 nm well diameter, 2 μm height NPLs on 2 μm
depth NWLs with 710 nm well diameter are shown,
respectively. All the SEM images in Figure 1 present
evidence of the controllability of the NPL and i-NPW
arrays fabricated here.
As mentioned previously, arrays of a variety of 3-D

nanostructures have demonstrated highly promising
capability of harvesting sunlight over a broad range of
wavelengths and incident angle. To investigate the
light trapping property of the unique i-NPW arrays,
40 nm a-Si thin-films were deposited on the structures
serving as light absorbers via the plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) method. For com-
parison, the same thickness of a-Si thin-films were also
deposited on NPLs, NWLs, nanoconcaves (NCONs,

Supporting Information Figure S1d), and electropol-
ished flat Al substrate. Figure 2a shows a photograph of
five samples after 40 nm a-Si conformal coating (from
top to bottom, left to right) with planar, NCONs, NWLs,
NPLs, and i-NPWs structures, respectively. Note that
the later four nanostructures have the same pitch of
1 μm, the last three ones have a thickness/height of
2 μm, and i-NPWs have a 1 μm thick NPLs layer and
1 μm thick NWLs layer. To acquire the optimal broad-
band absorption, both NWLs and i-NPWs have a well
diameter of 870 nm.1 Figure 2b shows cross-sectional
SEM image of 1 μm pitch i-NPW arrays with 40 nm a-Si
coating (left), and higher magnified images of particu-
lar parts of the i-NPW structure (right), illustrating the
conformal a-Si coating over the 3-D structures. To
quantitatively characterize optical properties of these
structures, UV�vis reflectance spectra were obtained
with an integrating sphere. Their absorption spectra
were obtained by subtracting reflectance from unity as
the samples are opaque. Figure 2c demonstrates the
normal incident absorption spectra of the five structures
in Figure 2a. It is known that a-Si has an optical band gap
of ∼1.7 eV, corresponding to ∼720 nm optical wave-
length. Therefore, spectral range 400�720 nm was cho-
sen to investigate above-band gap optical absorption of
these structures. On the other hand, this wavelength
range has covered the peak of solar irradiance, thus the
results are meaningful for further thin-film PV applica-
tions. Note that the lower boundary of the wavelength
range is limited by the home-built measurement setup.
As it can be clearly observed in Figure 2c, i-NPWs have a
higher broadband absorption than NPLs and NWLs,
especially for long wavelengths. NCONs' broadband

Figure 2. (a) Photograph of five samples with planar, NCONs, NWLs, NPLs, and i-NPWs structures after 40 nm a-Si conformal
coating (from top to bottom, left to right). (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of 1 μm pitch i-NPW arrays with 40 nm a-Si coating
(right), and higher magnified SEM images of particular parts of the i-NPW structure (left, the scale bars here are 100 nm). (c)
The normal incident absorption spectra of the five samples in panel a. (d1�d5) Simulated cross-sectional |E|2 distribution of
the EM wave on i-NPWs, NPLs, NWLs, NCONs, and planar, respectively.
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absorption ismuch poorer than the former three types of
3-D nanostructures. And planar structure has the worst
absorption capability. To verify the experimental results,
as well as to understand how light is trapped in these
structures, finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simula-
tions were performed on these structures at 600 nm
wavelength, and the cross-sectional electric field inten-
sity (|E|2) distribution of the electromagnetic (EM) wave
was plotted as shown in Figure 2d. In these five simula-
tions, EM plane waves propagate downward from Y = 1
μm and reach the top surfaces of these structures at
about Y = �0.5 μm. Note that the color index at the
specific location in the simulations reflects themagnitude
of |E|2 at that point, normalizedwith that of the source EM
wave if propagating in free space. It can be observed that
i-NPWs demonstrate quite low reflectance, indicated by
the weak interference fringes (Figure 2d1). On the other
hand, NPLs and NWLs show slightly higher reflectance
due to inefficient photon absorption of the trapped light
(Figure 2d2), and reflection by large top structure surface
area (Figure2d3), respectively.Nevertheless, all theabove
three types of nanostructures perform much better than
theNCONsandplanar substrate,whichdemonstratemuch
stronger reflectance from their top surfaces (Figure 2d4,
2d5). Low reflectance of the i-NPW arrays indicates an
efficient light absorption in the structures, which is attrib-
uted to a combinational effect of reduced broadband
reflection due to tapered tips on the top, and efficient
light trapping of the penetrating photons in the cylindrical
cavities at the bottom.
The results shown above suggest that PV material

coated i-NPW arrays are excellent photon harvesting
structures. In fact, although there have been many
reports on a variety of 3-D “positive” and “negative”
nanostructures for efficient light trapping, the unique
i-NPW structure combines both “positive” and “nega-
tive” nanostructures, possessing NPLs on the top for
minimal reflectance and NWLs on the bottom for
efficient light capturing, leading to an impressively
efficient light absorption. Therefore, as compared to
planar thin-film PV devices, much thinner light absor-
ber layers are required for sufficient light absorption on
i-NPW structures. A thinner light absorber is beneficial
for many nano/microcrystalline thin-film PV devices
owing to the shortenedminority carrier migration path
and improved carrier collection efficiency.8,12,31 Espe-
cially for a-Si PV devices, the Staebler-Wronski effect
associated performance degradation can be mitigated
by using thinner a-Si layer.33,34 In addition, as the
thickness/height of the i-NPW arrays is only 2 μm, they
can be readily detached from Al substrate and em-
bedded in flexible substrate,1,12 which is highly attrac-
tive for flexible PV applications.
Notably, the above optical measurements were

performed with normal incident light, while for prac-
tical PV applications, light absorption from angular
incident has to be considered because of the change

of solar irradiation angle over the time during the day
time. Accordingly, we have investigated the angular
absorption property of NWL, NPL, and i-NPW arrays
with 1 μm pitch and 40 nm a-Si coating with an
integrating sphere. Particularly, the light incident angle
was tuned from 0� to 60� with 10� interval, and a full
spectral reflectance curve was obtained for each angle.
As mentioned above, absorption spectra were then
calculated by subtracting reflectance from unity since
there was no transmission. It can be observed from
Figure 3a,b, that NWL arrays have a slightly better
broadband absorption for small angle incident than
NPL arrays especially for long wavelength, while the
later ones perform much better for large angle inci-
dent. This is because for small angle incident, NWL
arrays can confine the incoming photon more effi-
ciently with their cylindrical cavities; while for large
angle incident, NPL arrays have a suppressed reflection
because of their tapered tops leading to much smaller
effective refractive index and more photon travel path
length at large incident angle. By combining the
advantages of these two nanostructures, i-NPW arrays
have the capability to achieve the best broadband
absorption over the whole range of incident angles
(Figure 3c). To evaluate the incident angle-dependent
broadband absorption capability of these 3-D nanos-
tructures more clearly, their absorption spectra were
integrated with the solar photon flux spectrum
(AM1.5G)35 in the range of 400�720 nm (Supporting
Information), resulting in above-band gap broadband
photon flux absorption shown in Figure 3d. The
AM1.5G photon flux absorption clearly indicates that
NWLs demonstrate a better broadband absorption
than NPLs when the incident angle is small, while NPLs
possess a much better AM1.5G photon flux absorption
when the incident angle is large. This intriguing effect
can be explained as follows. An NWL structure has
higher material filling ratio than an NPL structure in
addition to efficient cavity light trapping, resulting in
better absorption for normal incident photons. How-
ever, it also has a larger top surface area than an NPL
structure, therefore when the incident light tilts away
from normal gradually, although in the beginning the
photon travel path in both structures increases leading
to improved absorption in both cases, further tilting
results in more increased top surface reflectance for
the NWL structure than the NPL structure, thus leading
to a faster decay of absorption when the angle is larger
than 30� in Figure 3d. By integrating NPLs and NWLs
together vertically, i-NPWs demonstrate the best
broadband absorption over all incident angles with
small dependence on incident angle, combining the
advantages of NWLs and NPLs. Additionally, we also
obtained the angular dependent absorption spectra
for 1 μmpitch NCONs and planar (Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S4), which are much worse than the above
three types of 3-D nanostructures.
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To investigate the effect of the pitch of the nanos-
tructures on their light trapping property, NCONs,
NWLs, NPLs, and i-NPWs with 1.5 and 2 μm pitches
were also fabricated. Like their 1 μm pitch counter-
parts, all the later three types of 3-D nanostructures
have a height of 2 μm; NWLs and i-NPWs have the
optimal well diameter for maximum absorption effi-
ciency of 1360 nm for 1.5 μm pitch, and 1700 nm for 2
μmpitch, respectively. The angular dependent absorp-
tion spectra for these nanostructures with 40 nm a-Si
coating were also performed, as shown in Supporting
Information Figures S5 and S6. By comparing Figure 3
and Figures S5 and S6, it can be observed that for the
same type of nanostructures, the 1 μm pitch nano-
structure has a better absorption over all incident
angles than its 1.5 μm pitch counterpart followed by
2 μmpitch nanostructures. These results are consistent
with our previous observation on NWL arrays.1 In
addition, for the samples with the same pitch, there
is a similar relationship about absorption efficiency
between different types of nanostructures as observed
above. Note that although our previous work on NWL
arrays revealed that 700 nm pitch NWL arrays with
large pore size show the best absorption efficiency
than its larger pitches, the overall thickness of contact

electrode layer and active absorber layer for practical
thin-film PV devices is normally a few hundred nano-
meters,30,32 thus they cannot be deposited uniformly
onto 700 nmpitch 3-D nanostructures. Therefore choos-
ing pitch of 1 μm and above for investigation has
practical meaning.
Following the angular dependent absorption mea-

surements above, the angular absorption spectra of all
the structures were integrated with AM1.5G solar
photon flux spectrum (Supporting Information), as
illustrated in Figure 4a, showing above-band gap
broadband absorption for all the structures versus

incident angle. Figure 4a summarizes quantitatively
the results observed above. First, NCONs have a broad-
band absorption better than that of planar over all
incident angles, while NWLs, NPL, and i-NPWs have a
broadband absorption much better than that of
NCONs and planar. Second, for a particular type of
nanostructures, the one with 1 μm pitch shows higher
broadband absorption over all incident angles than the
one with 1.5 μm pitch, which is then better than the
one with 2 μm pitch. Third, for the different types of
nanostructures with the same pitch, i-NPWs outper-
formNWLs and NPLs over all incident angles. Note that
the ideal photocurrent density was also shown in

Figure 3. Angular- and wavelength-dependent absorption spectra of (a) NWLs, (b) NPLs, and (c) i-NPWs with 1 μm pitch and
40 nm a-Si coating. (d) Above-band gap broadband photon flux absorption with incident angle dependence of NWLs, NPLs,
and i-NPWs.
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Figure 4a to give a reference of the expected PV device
performance, based on the assumption that there is no
recombination loss (Supporting Information). As dis-
cussed above, angular absorption of 3-D nanostructures
needs to be explored for practical PV applications.
Therefore, day-integrated solar energy absorption was
calculated and shown in Figure 4b following the ap-
proach developed by us previously.2 It can be seen that
1 μm pitch i-NPW arrays show 89.27% absorption over
the 8 h period of one day, while there is only 33.45%
absorption for the planar control sample. And for a
particular pitch, NWLs and NPLs have similar day-inte-
grated absorption, lower than that of i-NPWs but much
higher than that of NCONs.

CONCLUSION

Although a variety of 3-D nanostructures have been
widely studied for efficient light trapping, there have
very few reports on rational integration of different
types of nanostructures to leverage their advantages

for photon harvesting. In this work, we have not only
demonstrated a low-cost and scalable method to
fabricate a unique type of i-NPW structure, by integrat-
ing NPL and NWL arrays together vertically, but also
demonstrated the attractive optical property of the
i-NPW arrays experimentally assisted with optical si-
mulations. It was discovered that the integrated na-
nostructures combining both “positive” and “negative”
nanostructures show more efficient light absorption
than the “positive” or “negative” nanostructures alone
over a broad range of wavelengths and incident
angles. Impressively, the 2 μm thick i-NPW arrays with
only 40 nm a-Si coating obtained a day-integrated
absorption of 89.27%, as opposed to only 33.45% for
the planar control sample. These results suggest the
feasibility and clear advantage of vertical integration of
3-D nanophotonic structures, and meanwhile also
pave a viable and convenient way toward 3-D ultrathin
film PV module with potency for high energy conver-
sion efficiency.

METHODS

NPL Arrays Fabrication. Fabrication procedure of hexagonally
ordered NPLs is schematically shown in Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S1. In detail, aluminum (Al) foil with a thickness of
0.25 mm (99.99% Alfa Aesar) was cut into small pieces and
cleaned in acetone and isopropyl alcohol. The substrates were
electrochemically polished in a 1:3 (v:v) mixture of perchloric acid
and ethanol for 4 min at 5 �C. After polishing, the substrates were
imprintedby siliconmold (hexagonally patternedpillarwithheight
of 200 nm, diameter of 200�500 nmandpitches ranging from1 to
2μm)with a pressure of∼1.1� 104N cm�2 to initiate the perfectly
ordered NPL growth as shown in Supporting Information, Figure
S1a,b. The substrates were first anodizedwith proper conditions to
form an ordered alumina channels layer, which was then etched
away in a mixture of phosphoric acid (6 wt %) and chromic acid
(1.8 wt %) at 63 �C for 50min (Supporting Information, Figure S1d).
Afterward, the substrates were second anodized under the same
condition as first anodization to obtain 2 μm thick NWL arrays

(Supporting Information, Figure S1e). In the end, NPL arrays
were obtained via precisely controlled wet etching with 5 wt %
phosphoric acid at 53 �C (Supporting Information, Figure S1f).

In-Situ Optical Reflectance Monitoring. The in-situ optical reflec-
tance monitoring system for implementing precise control of
the wet etching process for fabrication of NPLs is schematically
shown in Supporting Information, Figure S2a. Here we studied
the real-time change of effective refractive index of three
identical 1 μmpitch samples with 2 μmalumina thickness. Note
that when 650 nm light was focused onto 1 μm pitch alumina
structure, there were one zero-order diffraction beam and 6
first-order diffraction beams according to the diffraction grating
theory.36 The intensity of the zero-order diffraction beam was
measured yielding reflectance with arbitrary unit (au). Support-
ing Information, Figure S2b demonstrates three reflectance
curves with peaks and valleys located at almost the same
etching time, which indicates the change of effective refractive
index of the entire structure with the proceeding of wet

Figure 4. (a) Above-band gap broadband photon flux absorption with incident angle dependence of all the structures, with
their photocurrent density showing in the right y axis based on the assumption that there is no recombination loss. (b) Day-
integrated solar energy absorption of all the structures.
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chemical etching. TheNPL arrayswere formed at 80min etching
time.

i-NPW Arrays Fabrication. Fabrication process of vertically in-
tegrated i-NPW arrays is schematically shown in Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S3, starting from second anodization. To achieve
i-NPW arrays, the substrates were second anodized for time tA1
using the same anodization conditions (Supporting Information,
Figure S3a) and etched in 5 wt % phosphoric acid at 53 �C for tE1
(Supporting Information, Figure S3b). Then the third anodization
step at the same conditions was performed for another time tA2
(Supporting Information, Figure S3c) followed by phosphoric acid
etch for time tE2 to obtainNPLs on the top (Supporting Information,
FigureS3d).Note that in this scenario theNPLs segmentwas etched
for tE1 þ tE2, while the NWLs segment was etched for tE2.

Microscopy and Spectroscopy. SEM images of the 3-D nanos-
tructures were obtained using a JEOL JSM-6700F SEM working
at 5 kV. Angular- and wavelength-dependent absorption spec-
tra of all structures were carried out on a home-built UV�vis
measurement system, made by a spectrometer equipped with
an integrating sphere.
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